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ALCU Sues on Behalf of G-ay Student Assoc.

Top Fear : AIDS
Fear that AIDS will kill a
large share of the population
ranks above fear of nuclear war
among the American' population,
a new survey has revealed.
According to_ United Press
International, the survey1of 1,200 .
people was conducted by Bill
Hamilton, former pollster for
retired
House
Speaker
Tip
O'Neill, for the Amer�can Medical
Association.
· When asked what . future
events they feared most, 48% said
fear that AIDS will kill a large
share of the population, ranking
above fear of· nuclear war, a
worldwide oil crisis, and financial
collapse.
The poll found that 50% of
those questioned beli(':ved that
everything. possible needs fo be
done to prevent the spread of
AIDS even if this means some
people might have their privacy
or civil rights violated. 42% said
controlling AIDS is important,
but the privacy and civil rights of
every citizen should be protected.
9% had no opinion.
When asked about whal·
should be the top priority fQr the
government . in fighting AIDS,
36%
said
an
educational/
prevention program, 35% said

testified that sentiment in the
university's actions constituted
New York - The ACLU
"blatant discrimination based on senate was "totally against" the
has filed an app�al challenging
Gay group "when they came in.'''
viewpoint," which was imperthe denial of a share of student
missible under the First Amend- . The Gay group was the only one
activities funds to the Gay and
which met all- the criteria which
meilt's protections of free speech
Lesbian Students Associaiton of
the senate voted not to fund.
and expression.
the University ·of Arkansas. The
The Gay student group's case Among the funded groups was the
U.S. Court of Appeals· for the
Air Force ROTC which received
Eighth c·ircuit will decide if the centers on events in 1985 when it
for a
money for a disc j�key
requested $165 to fund three
Universitis ·denial of student
'
formal dance.
events: "Before Stonewall," the
funds to 'the Gay group, while it
In rt<sponse to the Gay
award-winning documentary; and
awarded funds to all other eligible
on student group·� appeal,_ the Vice
workshops
campus
two
groups that applied, violated the
Chancellor of the University
Gay, groups rights to free speech prejudice - one on x:acism and
refused to alter the student
one on homophobia.
and equal treatment under the
senate's allocation of funds,. He
The student senate discusU.S. Constitution.
sion of this funding request urged the group to work harder to
The appeal seeks the re�ersal
revealed extraordinary prejudice· change attitudes.
of an earlier U.S. District Court
The earlier history of the
and ignorance about homosexruling. That court held that no
for funds had
group's-request
Gay
that
said
students·
uality.
Some
constitutional violation occurred
·
revealed a similar bias. In 1982because the denial ·was a "mere -·giving money to a Gay organization would support homo- 83, discussion in the student
refusal to aid," not discrim
sexuality which students believed senate focused openly on not
ination, �d because the state can
wanting to use money to s1,1pport
properly treat different groups to be "illegal" because Arkansas's
group.
rights
a homosexual
law prohibiting acts of sodomy.
differently.
The Gay group is· .-being When a reprepentative of the Gay, _About this time, a, member of the·
Arkansas _legislature introduced
group spoke, senate members
represented by the ACLU Lesbian
two resolutions, one urging the
how
at
sm:prise
expressed
and Gay Rights Project Project
"noimal" she looked. The chair 'of Univet.sity not to assist "in. any
Director Nan Hunter argued in the
finance
committee I manner the Gay· community on
brief filed in July that the I the

·

more

government . funding

September, 1987

of.

AIDS research, 14% said more
widespread testing, and 9% said
isoJate AIDS patients from .the
rest of the population.

Tallahassee, H.- Five South
Flordia organiza�ons opposing
the Florida House Appropri�ii'ons
Committee's decision not to
(Retrovir)
to
provide . AZT
indigent people with AIDS,
according to The Weekly News.
The Committee voted to post
pone funding for aJ least one year.
Gov. Bob Martinez haQ. proposed
to
supply
Medicaid-eligible
PWA's about $1.3 million in
stat� funds to purchase AZT:
Estimated AZT costs for a single·
patient run from $8-12,000 a
year. As _many as 1 7l otherwise
eligible people will not be able to
buy AZT because of the action.

·

·

·

·

·

.'Manhattan: Project' · on AIDS Proposed ..
·. ·

...

The Washingion-based FairPerSOnal telephone number.
ness Fund !?egan operating a new
Current messages available
national
Action
Hotline
the
ff9m the mailgram service call for
beginnin·g of· :July to generate ·· a ·�New :Manh;.ittan Project on
thou-sands of mailgrams on AIDS'," ·a reference to the all-out
AIDS-related. issues to members
U.S. effort in the 1940's to create.
of Congress, Rodger McFarlane,
an� atomic wea n. Just such a no
Fairness Fund Board Member and
holds barred approach is needed
former executive director of the
now to combat the AIDS crisis, .
·Gay
Men�s
Health ... Crisis,
Gay activists utge.
cp:mounced recently.
: ·
. "Our right-wing opponents
An additional Action Hotline
successfully exploit the health
is exj}ected to begin .operation
crisis Jot politic.al gain, mobilize
shortly. Its focus will be on
massive mail campaigns and
, generqting !'lailgrams on fa�ess - g�nerate tremendous pressure on
issues such as the fight to defeat
�egislator," said Steve Endean,
Robert Bork's nomination to the
Executive Direc'tor of the Fairness
Supreme Court; reform of immFund. "But these same legislators
igration laws to end the anti-Gay - even on life and death issues
exclusion,, Lesbian/Gay rights,
such as AIDS- receive little or
etc., McFarlane said.
no mail or constituent pressure
�- Callers will be 'able. to ·dial,
from ihe majority of voters in
toll-free, 1-.800-325."6000- (day or
their districts who support our
night, ) and ask for an operator
efforts," .. Endean
continued.
(9184) who will read them three, ·Constituent mail in favor of Gay
·SO-word mailgram messages on· issues ·has historically been scant,
AIDS issues that cbmf!Junity . according to Endean.
lobbyists
have
identified
as
While
our
community's
crucial for Congressional action.
advocates are doing an excellent
The messages will cost $4.50 and
job... we simply must translate
will be billed to the caller's
the opinion poll majorities into

i>o

·

Florida
Denies·
AZT for Poor

campus"
and
one
urging
University
officials
to
take
measures to "stem �the ride of
homosexuality on the campuses
of our colleges and universities."
During the 1-984-85 school
year, the head of the Gay student
group received death threats and
other
group
!Jlembers
were
repeatedly harassed. The school's
Human
Relations
Committee
proposed a campus program on
_racism, stereotyping� and pre
judice that contained a three
minute segment on Gay and
Lesbian
students.
University
Chancellor Gatewood informed
the Human Relations Committee
that "no state money" would go
to the workshop if "one word'' on
Gays and Lesbians was included
in the program.
"Fqrcing
univ�TSltles
to
accord equal treatment to Lesbian
and Gay students is an important
legal . issl)e and an in;Jporiant
investment in our movement's
future," said the ACLU's Nan
Hunter.

_

·

.

·

·

·

·

•

·

..

tangible grassroots mail," said mailgram would cost up to thr�
Dan Bradley, Chair of the Fair · times as much if sent by an
ness Fund's Advisory Committee.
individual outside of the Fairness
The Action Hotline provides
Fund, Endean noted.
three optional mailgrams that are
"People don't even have to
coordinated with lobbyist strate
know their elected officials to use
gies and priorities on Capitol'
the
mailgram : systein,"
he
Hill. A caller can choose one of
explains. The operator on the 1ine
the three messages. for the. $4.50
will route the -mailgram to the
charge or compose an alte(Oative
appropriate legislators.
50-word message. The same
·

A Gay Community Survey

Turn· About is Fair Play
For lo these many years you've read my editorials and heard me bitch and moan about
almost everythipg. Well, lhis month we're offering the editorial space to a questionnaire
so you can have a chance to talk back to us. Now, lhe few questionnaires we've had in lhe

If not, why not? ----------�---------�
What could be done to get you to attend?______________

past have not had a very good response but a fool never learns so here we go again.
Maybe we've ruffled enough feathers over lhe past years to at least get some responses.
But seriously, lhe Memphis Gay Coalition elections are coming up in October. There has
already been a lot of talk about increasing membership and being more responsive to the
Memphis Gay community so your opinions are important.

What if anything does the Memphis Gay Coalition offer you?

First, let's get some information about you

Other (Please Specify)

Male_. Female
Other (Please Specify).________
Occupation----------Age__
Race
--:--:
If not, where do you live?
Are you a resident of Memphis?

__:__

·

------

__

Are you single or in a relationship? (Circle one)
If in a relationship, how long? -----Have you ever been married to someone of the opposite sex? ___
If so, How many? ___
Do you have any children?

_

_

Okay enough prying. The Memphis Gay Coalition is a group of meri and women who
t ion. The Coalition sjxmsors
meet once . month to conduct the business of the organiza
uee, Gaze newspaper, the
Commi
Pride
Gay
lhe
as
such
activities
and
groups
other
many
Gay Switchboard, the annual community Christmas dinner, and the annual· River Ride.
Other groups and activities have been started by the Coalition or Coalition membefs such

--------

�t do you lhink the Coalition should offer you? ------What things do you think the Coaition ought to be doing more of? (Circle choices)
More politie&l activity?
More social events?
-------__,..,-

Perhaps one of the most visible services of the Memphis Gay Coalition is Gaze
newspaper. Put together by three or four members of lhe Coalition, Gaze is advertiser
supported. Any fool can look at any issue of Gaze and see that lhe advertisers supporting

the paper are almost exclusively the Gay bar owners. Now lhe Gay bar owners don't need
Gaze - most of their information is going to get passed by word of mouth. But Gaze does
need the bar owners and it is through !heir financial support lhat you are able to receive
Gaze and lhe news and information lhat is important to you.
Y ou've seen Gaze grow and shrink in number of pages and that is all due to advertising
revenue. As the number of pages �. some features such as reviews of books and
records, ttavel columns, history articles, cartoons, etc. are dropped.

Do you get Gaze evecy month?___
Where
do you ge
t it ? -:---:-------------------..,
---.,...as the Women's Social Group, Ga yRap, ihe Spring Fling, and Ga y Fest '87. Annual dues
What
do
you
like
about
?
-:---'31.e
...:;.
.
..:.
G
:...
_.:..
..
_-'------
_
-are $20.00, $35.00 for a Gay Family. Membership does not require attending meeting s or
What
do
you
dislike
about
Gaze?
__,;.,------'---�
Gaze and makes you eligible
t membership does include a subscription to
" bu
t
being "ou
What
would
you
like
to
see
more
ofl
to
vote for off'JCerS and a board of direcrors.
What would you like to see less of!
_,.,..,.
,
.,
�·- ....,. Would y6u as a group, indi vidual, or buSiness be willing to conllaet to underwrite
Coalilion?
Gay
_ __
Were you ever a member of lhe Memphis
features or a portion of the paper? _ __
Have you ever thought of joining the Memphis Ga y Coalition? _ __
�

�

---'----__;___..;!.....,..;..:..;__

_

If 1 former member, why did you quit? If you've never thought of joining, why not? H�
are some of the reasons we've heard: (Circle your choice(s) or write in if necessary.)
Too political Too Radical Too Out A Male Organization Cost Too Much
Doesn't Do anything Just Not Interested D9n't Have the Tune Didn't Know It Existed

�(��> -----Would youjoin if you got more for yoW" membership?_..,...-_

Some .more generat questions.
What is your primary source of information abou
t the Memphis Ga y Commun it y'!
What do youthink the Memphis Gay community offers you
? ---What do you think the Memphis Gay community should offer you?
___
Are .you a member of a Gay Organization?
_
_..:...._

A MembershipCard?
Discount On Coalition Events? ___
Olher Suggestions To Get You10 Join_____________

_

__
_

_..:....

_

_

_

Did you
8ltend the Spring Fling? __
lf � wh y�? 77��-�-��--�----�-���
If Yes, would could be done to
improve it?__
__ _
-Will You Attend lhis. Yeat?,__
lf No, why�?�-----�------�-------What could be done to
_ ___
ge
t youto
come? ___ _
__
_

....
__;
.,....

�

�
..;;,.:_

.;..._
...:....

_

_

_:...
.;..._
.

__:_

Have you

ever auended the Annual Otrisbnas Dinner?_ __
.
If No, why�?

What thi ngs interest youas a Gay pezson? (Circle as many as appl y)
Gay Sports Gay Social Activities Gay Political Activities GayReligious Activities
Gay Support Activities Just wan
t 10 be left alone
Below are listed some of the G ay organizations in w
to
n. Which one(s) would you be
interested in? (Circle as many as apply):
Agape New Life Church Aid To End Aids Commiuee
Black and White Men Together
Gay Athletic Association Gay Bowling League Gay Parents GroUp
·

Gay Women's Social Group Memphis Gay Coalition
Mystic KreWe of Aphrodire
National Organization for Women Parents Together- Phoenix (Gay AA)
T sarus Wings

If yes, would could be done to
improve it? --------
Will you auend lhis yeat?
If No, why not?
-----------�__ _ _ _
What could be done
:--_to
ge
t you
to
auend?
=.
__

Have you

ever auended the River Ride?

__

lfno,why not ?
---------------------------------- -----��
lf yes, what could be done 10 improve it? ---Will You auend next yea'! __

.Mail Responses to: Gu.e, Box.3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038

_

If no,why not? :-------�=---------------What could be done to ge
t you
10 attend?_____________

_

GAZE: b 3038, Manphis, Tennessee 38173-0008, Phone (901) �1411

� II !IOII:JIRI.il and � br volun1aerl. We ISSIMII8 no � for claims made br edvensers. Appearence in
llil � II not � ind�D'I of 58XUI! orientalior! � � . W� welcome maaarials submilled br Alldels, but
� lie riaht 11:1 edit or r8J8C1 such muerials. Sub&criplions are available • $8 a year 11:1 t:rN« maili1g *" Gale
11 � 111imes a year br 1he Memphis Gay Coai1ion.
·

Did you attend Gay Fest '87?
lf No,why�?��=---�-�=--------------------�----lf yes, what could be done to improve it?______ ____-:-----__

Will you attend next year?__

_

Coprfrigh1 � �98? br �· Repmt permission on non-syndicated material � 11:1 Gay publications only pnwided
proper aedil • gr.�en. Micn>-fihled l1f Sou1hem Gay ArchNes.' Boca RaDn' FL Gaze is 1he reg·IS ..
..
... .
....
... ..... of
..._.
....
�A...
"'Memphis Gay Coaition. AJ rights I958Mid.

.
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ATEAC ANSWERS SOME HARD
QUESTIONS FROM THE
GAY COMMUNITY

r

accounting is made for all money earmarked

Note: It has come to our attention that some
people have concerns about how the Aid to
End AIDS Committee is being run, how it is
spending its money, etc. Of particular concern
is how the money raised in the Gay
community is spent. Well, at the risk of
people saying "Me thinks thou dost protest too
much," we feel that if some people
(especially in the Gay community) have
doubts, others may as well. ANY question
about our organization is welcomed and we
maintain a spirit of openness to everyone.

asked for it, so we have specific guidelines.
For example: it is very rare that we actually
give cash to anyone, regardless of need. We
would rather buy their food, buy their
medicine, or pay their rent. Besides, we've
been buJ;ned a couple of times. Not everyone
will use c�sh @ vel}fO them wisely. We have
been for� hate that only a relatively few
people have required extensive assistance

for PWA assistance. No money earmarked for
PW A's is spent for any other reason. It is
necessary for us to keep records in this manner
to protect both our credibility and our tax
exempt status. Our financial records are
completely open and may be examined by
anyone who cares to see them by contacting
the treasurer and making an appointment.

Why is there such a high balance in the

of having machines?

when ATEAC was first formed what was the

PWA's?

from us in the form of money.

principle goal- education or patient care?

ATEAC actually had both of these as goals.
As the only AIDS organization in West
Tennessee, we serve all who ask for help as
well as we can. We were lucky to have
received a $9,000 grant from the U.S.
Conference of Mayors in our first year. This
money and money from the state of Tennessee
has been used in our educational efforts.
Money to help people with AIDS (PWA's)
has come primarily from the Gay community,
although there have been other donations as
well.
Why can't you use grant money to pay for
-PWA aid?

Why don't you d�stribute free rubbers instead

treasury when we don't have housing for

ATEAC has been working with Shelby County
and the Memphis Health Department on the
housing issue. We are in hopes that they will
provide a building which we would then have
to set up and maintain. The funds available in
the treasury are not enough to purchase or
even lea� housing on a long term basis. Again,

we feel the money raised for PWA assistance
should go directly for that. All but one PWA
in our program has housing, and we are paying
his rent and utilities until he begins receiving
his social security disability check. We must
constantly avoid overextending the comrriittee
by providing assistance which is available
elsewhere.

We do. ATEAC has produced and distributed
over 1000 "safer sex" kits free of charge. We
have even put out bowls of rubbers for people
to take.Unfortunately, this has resulted in
some people wasting them (water balloons
made from condoms are not funny). The
machines were purchased for three reasons: 1)
sale of our initial order of rubbers paid for the
machines, even at only 25¢ each , 2) the
machines provided a small amount of money
to offset our share of the expenses of-operating·
the AIDS Switchboard, and 3) our volunteers
can't be at every bar every night. We felt that
having an inexpensive and conv�nient
dispenser at each bar would provide a seTvi��
The lowest price the machines could be set for
was 25¢, which we did not feel was an
·''!< '
·�· :.·;:
' ., ·,
''
exorbitant price.
·

·

-·

Grant monies must be used for the specific
purposes of the grant. The grants we have
received have been for the purpose of
educating both the general public and the Gay
community. We arc legally prohibited from
using these funds for other purposes. Since we
have been unable to find grants available for
PWA assistance, we must raise those funds
elsewhere.
On your most recent financial statement (July,

1987), wh at are the items for rent, theatre,
and storage for?
The rent item is for apartment rent for a PWA
and was paid for by donations for patient
relief. The theatre ite · was to pay for Circuit
Playhouse for the first hree nights of As Is
last year and was paid from U.S. Conference
of Mayor's grant mone*. The item for storage
was an expense incurretl when a PWA died
and willed his property/ to the Committee.
Feeling that it was bett r to store the
furniture and househo d goods than to sell
them, we stored them or 6 weeks in aU-Haul
d out, another PWA
storage area. As it tu
needed the items and hey were moved to the
apartment ATEAC re ted for him.

�

Good question. We like to think it's because
they care. The majority of money coming from
the Gay community has been raised by
Aphrodite, for which we are continually
grateful. ATEAC's auction raised a fair
amount, but not many functions have been
initiated by men. On the other hand, most of
the volunteers actually working with ATEAC

(if they were), call -and find out. We can't
discuss specific cases, but we can tell you our
reasons.

y with Gay

Do we help heterosexuals equall
money?

Quite fra�ly, we haven't yet had to provide
financial.hclp to a heterosexual person yet,
but yes, we would. We feel that it would be
both mpr�l�y.an.<drlbically wrong to refuse
help j\l�t�®-J.lse .a. person � straight.
.

PWA's?

stamped ATEAC? Was all the money given to
.

clients are men, so there may be a trade off.

As much as money, ATEAC needs
the confidence and support of the
community, especially the Gay com
munity. If ATEAC is to continue to
be successful, questions such as
these should be asked and answered
to everyone's satisfaction. If you
have. other questions, we invite you
to attend ATEAC's general meetings,
held on the third Sunday of each
month at the Red Cross Building
(1400 Central) at 3:00 PM.'

.. Why did a check''fbr proceeds of an AIDS

stance represent such a

ssible to not spend the
We try every way
money the Gay mmunity has entrusted to us.
If there are agen es which will provide for a
PWA, we find em. It would be irresponsible
for us to give rney away to everyone who
·

Be wary of people who have said they were

refused help. It is true that we do not give
. cash to people. It is also true that we will not
provide financial assistance to people who
are just antibody-positive. If we are to
function and provide care, we have to make
sure funds are available for the people who
really need it.ln fact, there are some things
we can't do. But we do try. If you have
questions about why a person was refused help

·

Why are all the AIDS fundraisers held by
women?

benefit made·out·to "PWA" come back

low figure on your inancial statement?

t

hold for this cause and yet people are then

·

·

refused help.

I

t

Why does PWA �

People make donations to every function we

·

ATEAC maintains two banking accounts. One
is a checking account for day-to-day expenses.
The other is a passbook savings account so our
money can make more money until it is needed.
All donations made to ATEAC are deposited
in these accounts. However, a separate

'
AID TO END AIDS ·COMMITIEE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Tommy Stewart- President
Rick Bray-Vice President
Allen Cook- Secretary
Mark Whitehead-Treasurer
Larry Weaver-Board Member
Rebecca Locke-Board Member
.�

�

··

-

....

l.U\

·

·.'

SCLC Holds Conference
On AIDS
Washington,
D.C.- The
to the civil rights struggles of the
Southern Christian Leadership
1960's. The SCLC is an Atlanta
based civil rights organization.
Conference (SCLC) has urged
Blacks to accept a greater respon
sibility for containing AIDS,
according to the New York
Times. The appeal carne at the
opening of the SCLC conference
on AIDS among Black people
which was held at Howard
University.
The Delaware Speaker of the
The SCLC has attempted to
State
House
has
publicly
mobilize Black people throughout
apologized for proposing to
the U.S. by sponsoring a series
reinstate the state's sodomy law
of state conferences on AIDS and
which was decriminalized in
its impact on the Black Com
1983.
munity.
- According to the Phila
SCLC President Dr. Joseph
delphia Gay News, Republican
Lowery said, "The concept of
House Speaker B. Bradford Barnes
AIDS in the Black community is
stunned legislators with a tearful
that it is a Gay, white male per
apology from the podium saying
son disease... We in the Black
that he should not introduce a
community must face up to the 'so9omy law and asking his
fact that AIDS is a threat to the
co
ues to forgive him for
total Black Community. Blacks
embarrassing them with remarks
make up 12% of the U.S.
that Gays spread AIDS.
population, but account for 25%
Barnes was quoted as saying
of AIDS cases. 8.903 Blacks are
that "I hold a sincere concern over
reported to have AIDS. Lowery
the spread of AIDS; and, as a
called for "strengthened family
result, I've been overzealous in
values, and freedom from sexual
trying to protect the public health
promiscuity, substance
abuse,
by trying to impose my ideas of
(and) perverted priorities."
morality on others. I think the
Many conference participants
efforts have been portrayed as
compared the fight against AIDS
Gay
bashing,
resulting
in

Delaware
Politician
Apologizes

lleag

embarrassment to the caucus as a
whole. I apologize for any
embarrassment I have imposed on
you. I ask for your forgiveness."
Ironically, the same same
day, Barnes introduced a bill
requiring mandatory testing of
marriage licenses applicants for
exposure to the A�S virus.

J

adults

recording

are

most

Columbus, Ohio.
The survey also indicates
that the least support for Gay
rights comes from the widowed.
Typically, as age increases, sup
port steadily decreases.

Those

most likely to endorse rights for
Gay people were of the age range
of 21-40.
the

random

telephone survey of 324 residents
covered such topics as access to
housing, employment, education,
and political office. Respondents
were also questioned on their
opinions of rights for a variety of
groups

including

Gays,

Jews,

women, communists, and recover
ing alcoholics.
The sex of the respondents
was related to only one issue

�

estimations of the percentage of
Americans
·-·

who are Gay. For

males, the most common esti
mate was 6-10%. For females the
most common estimate was 25%
plus of the population (a more
distant second was 6-10%).
While the size of the sample
was small and categorical con
clusions cannot be completely
supported, the most supportive of
Gay rights are married and have
one

- �

or

two

children.

Jewish

persons seemed to be the most
-·

..

supportive
groups.
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of

all

and

Lesbian

Anti

groups,

the

Beastie

music magazine.

according to a recent survey in

in

·

Boys, made anti-Gay remarks in a

likely supporters of Gay rights

Questions

Gay

Violence Project after one of its

College-educated,employed,
collar

CBS Records has made a

$2,000 donation to the New York
City

Columbus'!
Phone Survey
white

Beastie Boys
Remark Costs
CBS$$

religious

Beastie

Boys'

lead

guitar

Adam Horowitz was quoted in

New Music Exchange as saying,
"I hate faggots," and �d Gays are
child

molesters

and

psycho

logically sick.
A New York City Gay radio.
program aired a report on Horo
witz's comments and urged Gays
and their supporters to call. CBS
Records to complain.
According

to

a

statement

released by the Gay and Lesbian
Alliance

Against

(GLADD),

CBS

Defamation
Records

Vice

President for Public Affairs Robert
Altshular asked one of the callers
how the company should respond
to the complaints.
The caller suggested that the
company make a donation to the
Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence
Project, which works to combat
homophobic
Gays.

violence

against

Within days, the project

receiv� the $2,000 donation.

Cousineau
Denies Gayness
Cleveland-

San

Francisco

49ers linebacker Tom Cousineau
has denied publicly that he is Gay,
saying
homosexuality
that
"repulses" him.
Cousineau said he thought
the rumors were fueled when he
joined the Cleveland Browns in
1982, following a stint in the
Canadian
Football
League.
Cousineau claims that the rumors

were started because of jealousy.
"A lot (of the rumors) were
motivated by guys who were
peeved that I made more (money)
... that I got more attention. That
was a threat to them.
''I'm secure with who I am. I
mean, I look in the mirror and the
person I see is not a Gay man."
According to UPI, Cousineau
learned two Browns teammates
were furthering the rumors by not
denying
them
and
credits
Cleveland owner Art Modell for
his understanding.
"Art came to me and said 'If
this is the case, then I believe
you,"'
Cousineau. said.
"He
couldn't have done that publicly
because we decided not to go
public with it.
"There was a time I was
looking
for
a
monumental
statement.
I
thought
about
jumping up and down in Public
Square, yelling 'I'm not Gay.' I
thought about taking out a
billboard with the same message."
Cousineau is engaged to Kisa
Johnson, a medical student at
Ohio University. Johnson said
friends and professors told her to
"be careful" when they learned she
was dating Cousineau.
"The best thing I could do
was to support Tom," she said. "It
was just a futile thing.''
Ted Chappelle, who is the
Brown's director of security, said
he
investigated
Cousineau's's
alleged homosexual activities and
found
"absolutely
nothing,"
adding he pursued "extremely
reliable sources."

Memphis Gay
Coalition
September Meetings
Business Meeting
Tuesday, Sept. 8,

GayRap
Monday, Sept. 21

Main Library
Peabody & Mclean
Meeting Room A
7:30PM
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The Agenda
1979,
of
October
In
Washington, D.C. was the scene
of the first gathering of Gays and
Lesbians marching to proclaim
their equality and demand their
civil rights. With the strength of
thousands, they marched proudly
to the steps of the Capitol.
October 11, 1987. Gays and
Lesbians will return by the tens
of thousands to again demand
their rights.
Death
Against
March
and Violence.
Activities surrounding the
march begin on Oct 9 with a
March against Death and Vio
lence. For 40 hours a single file
procession of solemn marchers
will pass the White House carry
ing the names of those who have
died of AIDS or homophobic
violence.
National Lobby Day
Also on Oct. 9, delegations
from around the country will
meet with their Representatives
during National Lobby Day to
discuss issues and urge support
for legislation to ban discrimi
nation against Gays and Les
bians.
"The Wedding"
On Oct. 10, thousands of
same sex partners will emphasize
the demand that Gay and Lesbian
couples be entitled to the salne
rights as heterosexual couples
a
Wedding,"
"The
with
nonsectarian union ceremony.
Lesbian and Gay Bands of
America Concert
entertainPost-ceremonial

The Demands

Recognition
Legal
1.
of Lesbian and Gay Rela
tionships.
All
2. The Repeal of
Sodomy
Make
Laws That
Adults
Consenting
Between
perform.
Crime.
a
The AIDS Memorial Quilt
,
'
. 3. A Presidential Order
The AIDS Memorial Quilt
Discrim
Anti-Ga.r
Banning
project will be carried out Oct 11,
'
Fedral
tfte
by
ination
when thouSands of 3" x 6" panels
Government.
of fabric, each bearing the name of
4. Passage of the Con
someone who has died of AIDS,
Lesbian and Gay
gressional
will be assembled into one
Rights Bill.
massive quilt displayed across the
S. An End to DiscrimCapitol Mall.
People
Against
ination
Gay
and
Lesbian
HIVARC,
AIDS,
with
Veterans Memorial Service
Those
or
Status,
positive
Ceremonies on Oct. 11 will
AIDS.
have
to
Perceived
also include a Gay and Lesbian
increa�
Massive
in
Veteran Memorial Service at the
Funding for AIDS Educa
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
tion, ReSearch, and Patient
Lesbian
National
1988
AIDS;
for
Money
Care.
Rights
Gay
and
Veterans
Not War.
Congress
FreeReproduction
6.
Oct 12 features the National.
dom, The Right to Control
Lesbian and Gay Rights Congress
Our Own Bodies, and an
Planning Meeting. Plans will be
end to Sexist Oppression.
made for a 1988 nationwide
7. An End to Racism
Congress of Lesbians and Gay
in this Country and Apar
men.
theid in South Africa.
for
Disobedience
Civil
Lesbian and Gay Rights
Activities conclude on Oct.
13, with a Civil Disobedience for
Lesbian and Gay Rights taking
place at the Supreme Court
ment is provided at the Lesbian
and Gay Bands of America
concert 250 musicians from 13
will
choruses
bands and 2

local
about
Information
participation in the march is
available from the Memphis
National
the
for
Committee
March on Washington; P.O. Box
40311, Memphis, 1N 38174-
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Lesbian Letters
by Christine Neron Stockton

conveys a broad range of Lesbian
experiences and attitudes and could

Heron Press, $8.95

be very helpful for someone, Gay

Review by Carole Taylor

or straight, who hasn't considered
either the issues or the alterna-

Lesbian Letters

Ms. Stockton's work is a
collection

fictional

of

letters,

tives. And I guess those of us
who have considered them tend to

a different aspect of being Gay:

forget that there's a whole new
crop of newcomers every year who

to

have to ask the same questions we

each from a different person about
from

denial

and

rejection

acceptance and celebration. The
letters don't constitute any sort of
plot and

most aren't

response

from

the

given

person

a
to

doesn't

understand

women

can't

be

that

Gay

compartmen

talized, are every sort of woman,
every class, every look, every
occupation, every situation.
Ms. Stockton says by way
of introduction that she published
this book in an attempt to lessen

�

!l(le��nding between
the ..
Gays and straights, between Gays
aria Gays, and between parents and

all did. Thank God for the crop, .
God help us with the ·children. Maybe bOoks like this
·
can help us all stop dividing everyquestions.
one into the Us or the Them.
This is the kind of book for a

�

but

whom they are written, which is

newcomer. (Anyone from Interna

Then we can get on with living

But the

tional Paper out there reading

with people for their individuality

a bit of a let-down.

information and feeling in them

. this?)

Or

for

someone

who

and not their classification.

SATURDAY

10¢ DR AUGHT· Noon· 7 PM
LIVE OJ
(No Cover)
9 PM ·1 AM

SUNDAY

$1.00 Longneck Bottle Beer

PATIO COOKOUT
with 70¢ Beer
(on patio only)
5 PM· Until
Country Style Ribs, Baked Beans
Slaw- $3.50

INSIDE

Noon to 7 PM - 85¢ Bottle Beer

MONDAY

3-10 PM -10¢

Happy Hour
Noon to 7 PM
85¢ Bottle Beer - 50¢ Draught
60 oz. Pitcher - $2.75
Male Strip Show &
Beer Bust 8-12

DRAUGHT

1988 Slate To Be Announced Sept. 8

MGC To Elect Officers
A nominating committee of
the Memphis Gay Coalition will
announc.e a slate of candidates for
Board positions at�d officers at the
meeting to be held Tuesday, Sept.
8 .at- 7:30 PM· at the Main
Library's Meeting Room A. The
library is located at Peabody and
McLean.
According to the organiza
tion's by-laws, a slate of officers
may be presented, but nomina-

tions can be accepted from the
floor at the meeting at which
the slate is announced. Members
of the Coalition are encour-aged
to nominate their choices for all
positions.
The election will take place at
the business meeting Oct. 5 and
the elected officers and board
members will assume office
·
January 1, 1988.

.

,

include the legend "GayFest '88".
It should also include a distinct
graphic element that can be
reproduced separately from the
complete design on T-shirts,
caps, etc. This graphic element
must therefore be capable of
standing on its own as a symbol
for Gay Pride events. The design
should be readily reproducible;
simplicity is therefore a desired
characteristic.
.Designs should .attempt to
convey pride in our Gayness and
in the community of Lesbians
and Gay men in the Mid-South.
The winning entry will be
announced in the November issue
ofGaze. -

t
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R:J. & Co. PRODUCTS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT:
.

.

,,,t-

THE PIPELINE
1382 POPLAR
MEMPHIS
(901') 726-5263
LEATHERGOODS, RUSH, DOUBLE EAGLE, MAGAZINES, LUBRICANTS
HOURS:

8 PM MIDNIGHT THURSDAY
FRIDAYS AND
.10 PM· 2 AM
SATURDAYS
5 PM· 8 PM
SUNDAYS
•

For a complete brochure of our mail order products,
please mail $2.00 (postage and handling) to:
R.J. & Co. ,
P.O. Box 241393
Memphis, TN 38124-1393

dent of ATEAC. "Now we're re
ceiving complaints of people not
being able to get through. That
means the time is right to provide
two separate lines."
Cecil McLeod, Gay Switch
board Coordinator, agrees. "Over
the past year, the number of
AIDS-related calls to the Gay
Switchboard has dramatically
increased," he said.
Funding for the Switchboard
was made possible by a grant
from the State of Tennessee. The
curr�nt grant is scheduled to run
through June of 1988.
• The AIDS Swit��board (458-

ME:MPH-IS
CE:r1TE:R FOR
.RE:.PRODUCTI\JE:
H-E:ALTH-

-...

I

Separate AIDS
Switchboard Created
A separate AIDS Switch
board to answer questions from
the Gay and general publics about
AIDS has
been
created
in
Memphis.
The Memphis-based Aid to
End AIDS Committee (ATEAC)
recently began operation of an
additional helpline because of the
number of calls being generated.
The AIDS Switchboard formerly
used the same number as the Gay
Switchboard.
"We originally considered
having a separate line over a year
ago, but the calls didn't justify
it," said Tommy Stewart, presi-

c
A
B
D
.. �. s
·�

·

·

Non-brofit Feminist Health Clinic
: Offering A Fult Ran/(e of Gynecologicai Care
.

.

1482 P.O.,I&r at McNeil.
Meaphla, Tenneuee 381�.
(901) 27·�

phone is call-forwarded to the
AIDS
Department's
Health
information line.

NOW OPEN!!!

Gay Pride Poster Contest
The Memphis Gay Pride
Committee is sponsoring a logo
contest for its 1988 GayFest. A
$100 cash prize will be awarded
to the winning entry and it will
be used as the poster design to
promote the 1988 Memphis Gay
Pride events.
Entries should be submitted
to the Memphis Gay Pride Com
mittee by mail at P.O. Box 3038,
Memphis 38174-0038 or at a Gay
Pride Com�ittee·· or .·,Memphis.
Gay Coalition Meeting. Entries
should be submitted in black ink
on llx17 paper or poster board
no later than October 15 1987.
Design Considerations: A
successful design entry will

their
information
from
own
homes. Switchboard hours are
from 7:30-11:30 PM with live
operators. During weekdays, the

AIDS) is operated similarly to the
Gay Switchboard. Operators are
through
calla
connected
forwarding service and provide

�-
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327-9015

RATES

FOR

Personal,
FREE.

our

P.O.

or

address

number) and a
you

30

of

Limit

(including

$2

words
phone

box.

Commercial ads at the rate of
per

$3

word.

minimum.

20¢

Phone

numbers and zip codes are free.
additional
P.O.

charge

use of

for

if

specify
our

use

to

ads

charge for use of

Please

Box.

want

$2

our

Box. Deadline for ads is 5

days prior to the publication date
which is usually the last Friday of

the

month.

Send · to

Gaze,

3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
.

dmners, and havi.ilg a special
friend. Phillip. P.O Box 17580,
Memphis, 1N 38187_�580.
.

GW Viet Vet, 37,

l

replay. Smoker welcome. 7670991 between 8-5 only.
--------

GWM, 35. Needs Roommate.
Memphis State area. 2 BR
Duplex. Need own bedroom
1/l
+
$180/mo
furniture.
steadily
be
Must
utilities.
employed. 458-5955 after 6 P M
Ask for Chuck.
.

Box

in
20, . interested
. GWM,
friendship with GWM 19-35. I
candlelight
sunsets, .
enjoy

.

Gm,
Seeks
GW vets or are servicemen 18-30
friendship,
for
possible
relationship. Reply to Dept. 9-G,
c/o Box 3038, Memphis, 1N
38173-0038.
goodlooking,

to bus lines, patio, cable-ready.
$250/mo. Nice place. Discreet,
serious with references only need

CLASSIFIEDS:

non-commercial

Bm,

intelligent.

GWM, 24. Roommate needed for

3387 Walnut Grove Rd. All
utiliities included, completely
furnished studio apartment close
·

NEW TO TENN. Wish to meet

are
who
30
under
WM's
and
. minded,
PHYSIQUE
unmhibited, for friendship and
Photography.
Art
Physique
Chris. 1-901-424-7750:
THE RAYEN'S NEST, 822
Cooper (Between Young and
2nd-Hand
Central).
Treasures/Collectibles
&
Antiques. Karen C. Flowers,
Proprietor. 276-8047. Stop by for
a unique experience.
WGM,

38

years

old

needs

someone to talk to or write to. If

you would like to help �� or
501-932-0446 ;
Wayne.
write
1207 French S t., Jonesboro,
Arlcansas 72401.

·.Memphis' .ONLY
24 Hour·
Gay Bar

·

GWM, 27, 170#, muscular, seeks
19-30 yr old fit man. Must be in
shape, prefer bodybuilder type.
No barflies or fairy types. Enjoy
music, movies, eating out and
safe sex: Send photo to: Dept 9M, Box 3038 Memphis, 1N

Is The Center .of Christ -

38173-0038.

As Christ's Church

We Always Try To Keep
Love In The Center Of Us

GWM - 45, 5'8 1/l, 150# Brown
Hair and eyes. Looking for
possible
' .and
roommate
relationship with GWM. Ages 3550. No fats or ferns. Reply to
Larry J., 103 1(2 W. Sugarloaf,
Heber �prings, AR 72543.
.��

.

We are a group of Christians that happen
to be gay. We meet together and enjoy
worshipping a God who doesn't
diScriminate.
The true love of Jesus Christ. can change
your life. Come and experience GOd with
us. We welcome ANYONE.

-

Memphis Area - GWM, 29, quiet
and intellectual, seeks same for
friendship; possible romance.
Prefer 25-35 year olds. No drag
bes, barflies,
queen wanna
parkies, druggies, or smokers.
Reply to Dept 9-R, Box 3038,
Memphis, 1N 38173-0038.

·

.

GWM,

36,

6'2",

black

For More Information Call:

743-2790or744-0575
Or Call The Gay Switchboard

hair,

brown eyes, looking for GWM
who travels to or lives in
Northern Arkansas for friendship

·

and Good times. Reply to Dept 9H, Box 3038, Memphis, 1N
38173�38.

Agape New lLrufe
CJhnunrch

We meet Sundays at 11 AM and Wednesdays at 7:30
PM to study the word of God and relate it to our
modem day lives.

-soo�

..

�

New Menu

Special Dinners. and Snacks
Our kitchen will re-open soon
Bigger and Better

1268. Madison Ave .
.

MON & FRI
WEDNESDAY

Male ·Strip Shows and Beer Bust
Long Neck Bottle Beer $·1.00 an night
.
w

.

•

also POOL TOURNAMENT 9 PM
THURSDAY 25¢ Hot Dogs (All you can eat) at Jeff's Weiner Bar
SAJ:URDAY· Live D.J� & Long neck bottle beer 9 to 1
·

. SUNDAY.

..

·

PAl'ID COOKOUT- 70¢ Beer on Patio 5PM- Until

PLUS
3 P.M. to 10 P.M.

10¢ DRAUGHT.

This is your Gay Bar..;_ Thanks .for your support.

three certain informers. It did get
back to a certain lover and the
current outcome is withheld on
pain of our certain demise.

Well, we had just emerged
from the first flush of elation
after what we considered a
successful effort when we were
taken to task in no uncertain
terms about the quality of dirt, or
even the nature of said dirt, which
appears in our humble effort at
journalistic gossip. The Bad and
the Unbeautiful indeed! It did
require a serious rethink of our
efforts at being the local news
hound ... or hen, or ... just say it
yourself. What we decided was
this- Rona B arret we are not.
This is the spot for interesting
tidbits of news or gossip, perhaps
heavily
veiled,
perhaps
not,
which are of interest but not
article length, so to speak. Contri
butions are always welcome, but
we are-subject to editing, tasteful
or not, so don't get huffy if your
latest piercing job doesn't get
covered. If you want all the dirty
dirt, just ask Phyllis because she
told me herself that she knows a
lot more than I do. However, I did
volunteer to do this column every
month so write your congress
person if you want to take o.ver.

I know these were my
friends, but after all, it is my
column. We traveled to the wilds
of Middle Tennessee for a lovely
two-day retreat at Short Mountain
Sanctuary (yes, dear, it's Gay;
yes, the men are handsome; and
no, dear, it's none of your damn
business) at which we had a
wonderful, restful time. We enter
tained two of the residents here at
different times, for Ramesses
(fortunately) and Elvis (unfor
tunately). We got an invite to
New York for our trouble and the
kind of hugs and kisses from
several gorgeous men that are
worth
including
in
disheah
column.

HALF A CENTURY
DEPARTMENT
Our sources say that the
latest trendy thing to do is the
Boss
Hogg,
Half-Century
Wrinkle Shrink in Hot Springs.
For details, see the oldest stripper
ever to play J-Wag's.

DEEP DIRT
DEPARTMENT
It did come to our attention
that a certain prominent (10 did
he say?) leader of the local Gay
community after leaving a certain
function at a certain Gay saloon
was espied at a certain cinema
Specializing in a certain type of
extracurricular pastime on a
certain . Saturday
night.
The
informer. a certain- saloon orer
ator, was inform�� by at _least

I

An anonymous contributor
has sent moi the title of a new,
Burt
Reynolds-esque
sitcom/
_major
motion
picture
"Cocoa Does Nashville "which is
the sequel to "Cocoa Does
Midtown" to be followed by...
no, that's too tacky.
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Christ} Box

11616, Memphis 38111.
A,ape New Uft Congrqallon: 327-4145.
Aiel lo End AIDS Commlllee (ATEAC}:

- Box 40389, Memphis 38174-0089 . (901} 7628401
Americ:an

Cl'ril
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(ACLU}

: 85 Union, Momphis 38103 -(901} 521-9875.
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Mompbis 38174 - 272-3705, 278-7092, or 7261461.
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Memphis:

40311,

BoK

-

Tbt Aparlmmt: 343 Madison 525-9491.
Back SlrHI: 94. N. Avalon (Downstain).- 2789324.
Barbara's Pia«: 1474 Madison - 2784313.
Frm<b Conne<Uon: 598 Man)llll l- 52&-1038.
Georce's: 600 Marshall - 52&-1038.
J-Wags: 1268 Madi11011- 725-1909.
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BoK

Memphis 38173-0038- 726-GAYY.
M-PAC: BoK 40311, Memphis 38174-0311
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National
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(NOW}: BoK 40982, Memphis 38104.
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41822,

Women

Phoenix (Gay AA}: 274-0152 or 278-0475. U

no

answer, dial 454-1414

. Tsarus: Box 4100, Memphis 38174-1082.

Allernalive: Rad io Progam, Mon. &-7
PM, WEVL, FM 90 - Box 4 ln3, Memphis
·.38174.

Gaze: Newspaper - Box 3038, Memphis 38173The Personals: Computer Bulletin Board
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345-{)657.
Book Collage: 2113 MadiJOn(Overton Square} 726-5857.
Tbt Book Marl: 852 S. Cooper- 278-954/i.
Cherokee Adull Book Store: 2947 Lamor
744-7494.
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-

300

Inn:

628-630

Madison
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Gelwell Book Marl: 1275 Getwell - 454-7765.
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745-9054.
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Airport Adull Theatre: 2214 Broo ks Rd E. -
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Wings: Box 41784, Memphis 38174-1784.
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Ri&hls: Box

Human

Mountain Womyn's
Knoxville 37928-2074.
Gay
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YldorNidoria's: I l l 8th Ave. S, - (615} 2447256. Warehouse 28: 2529 Fl"'lllklin Rd. - (615} 385-

9689.

(located
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Knoxville 37901 -(615}521-6546 7-11 PM
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Box
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Gay AA:(615} 694-9180
KnoniUt's 10%: Box 1046, Knoxville 37901.
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Lady A.
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622-9335.

AIDS
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Box

2832, Linle
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ArkanSBS Gay Right.: Box 4699, l..inle
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Counstling Service: 210 Pulaski
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·
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Switchboard:
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374-

Chaps: 1701 S.University-(SOl} 663-8682.
Calamity's: 200 West Capitol * 1103 - (SOl}

562-9041.
Christopher's: 6th and Center (In the Little
Rock Inn}(SOl) 37&-8301
Christopher's Emporium:
2701 Ksvanaugh,

(SOl} 66&-3438
Rock,

Brigade: 210 Pulaski St, l..inle Rock,
AR 72201 (SOl) 374-3605.
Arkansas
AIDS Foundation: Box
,
Linle Rock, AR 72225 -(501) 374-5503.
Arkansas Gay & Lesbian Task Force: Box

4s053, Little Rock, AR 72214.

'for

Rock, AR 72:JI)3.
ol Gays: Bo x

RESTAURANTS ANPBARS

SlarUmt Video: 6309 E. Brainard Rd. - (615}

ACLU of

Friends

Crisis Cenlcr: 664-8834 (1-800-482-8886}.

Dr. - (615}

UTILE ROCK, AR
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13111

(AIDS

Organizalioa
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&
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(SOl} 225-1300.
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72203 -

(NOW}: Box

l\:1£lllA

Go-Go: 1077 Duncan-(615}698-1023.
Adull:

MCC of tbt RO<k: 2017 Chandle.-, N. Linle
Rock, AR
(SOl) 753-7075.

Arkansas' Advisor:

Cballanooga Cares: BOO. 840'2, Chattanooga,

Riverside

Rock,

AR 72203 - (501} 374-3211.-

Batesville,
(615}

Box 3123, Linle

Great Men/BWMT:

National

(7-11

AIDS

KNOXVILLE
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'

18074,

�
�
CHAITANOOGA
ORGANIZATIONS

TN 37411.

World's "End: 1713 Church-(615) 329.:'3480.
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IIE!.PIINE

(615)

525-5647.
�

9493.
Juanita's: 1700 4th Ave. S. -(615}256-9.61!"1,
Tbt Jungle: 300 4th Ave.S.-(615} 25&-941 L
Ralph's Rulltdgt Tavern: 515 2nd Ave. S. (615} 25&-9682.

The General Store: 2535 Frmkliu
the Chute)-(615) 2974571.

Bo'x

' •

Tht Poinl ARtr: 712 19th -(615}524-9155.

Tbt Chulc: 2535 Fronldin Rd -(615)·297-4571.'
Cruy Cowboy: 2611 Frmk!in Rd - (615} 383-

MISCEII ANEOUS

Coatilioa:

RESTAURANTS & BARS
Carousd II: ISO! White -(615} 522-6966.
PepperlrH (Badlands}: 317 N. Gay -

B.•Palola's: 181:2 Hoycs-(615} 320-<1713.

Getwell

Men of Leather: 1266 Madison- 722-8963.

Paris
Adull
Elllertainmenl
Swnmer - 323-2665.

Unloa

Sounds promising, Frank.
Good Luck. When details are
available, I want an exclusive.
Did I see a flyer for a
Drag/Strip show at Backstreet,
too?
Did I see Drag Queens on
the loose at Another Bar as well?
Marie!
Watch for another Aphrodite
show soon.
a�
the
Chippendales
Orpheum,"La Cage "in Memphis
-I just can't cope.

And who's idea was it all? You
must have guessed by now I am

Cabarel: 1711 Hayes-(615}320-7082.

Piptlint: 1382 Poplar- 72&-5263.

1528

Llbtrlies

131.
IStb Ave N., Nuhville 31l02 - 615}320-«288. Nashville
CARES:
Bo•
25107,
Nashville
_37202-5107 -OilS) 385-1510.
•
Metropolitan

RESTAURANTS A BARS •
Bar: 1351 Autumn : 278-9353

WKRB In
9321.

Gay

J

Condudon: Box 40261, Nub-ville 37212.

Sukiclt & Crisis lnltrvenlioft: 274-7477.

Memphis:

ClvU

Box 120160, Nubville 37212. ·

Rapt Crisis: 528-2161.

�

Ctnltr
Rtprocludivt
for
1462 Poplar, Memphis 38104 .' 274-

Memphis

.

Amtritaa

Narcolia Anonymous: 27&-UVE

RUMOUR MILL
DEPARTMENT

Where can you get a pair of
black lampshades nobody else
wants for 25¢? Where can you get
a chandelier for the same price?

(615) 521-6546.

OBGANIZAUONS

talking about the Tsor-ass S&M
(Salvage
and
Miscellaneous)
auction held a couple of weeks
ago at La Pipeline. Over $1000
was raised to benefit the club's
many activities which include fun
club nights as well as fundraisers
for other organizations. A bar
tender at the self-same bar was
informed that he was witnessing
Memphis history when Lady
Astor and Billie Jo Casino were
seen having a drink TOGETHER
at this establishment (in civilian
clothes). One just never does
know, does one.

YOU JUST NEVER
·KNOW DEPARTMENT

Kingston Pike, Box 2343, Knoxville 37917

Memphis

35SO.

I

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
DEPARTMENT

What do you notice at the
local saloone of leathera, but two
of the husky, cuddly types side by
side at the toy counter. (Yes a
new store has opened- R.J. &
think,
You
Company.)
"Bookends!"
Larry disagreed,
"Yes, but I'm cuter.:. young,
nubile, nymphlike, and lovely."
The bruise incurred when you
correspondenta's chin hit the floor
is n�t well yet.

HE!.PLINES

Pendulum: 92 N. Av lon( Upotain}- 72i'l530.

Htallh:

weekends, is a stunning new
dance floor, bright as a new
penny 1
spacious,
and
very
appealing. The bartenders were in
black tie (!!!),and I perused the
beginnings of a new pati�. We

Swllchboanl: 726-4299.

Memphis 38174-0011.
Gay Bowling League: Mlllt Presley, 7�575
Gay Women's Sodal Group: 3�9

.

·

Gay Swllcbboard: 726-GAyy.

Anotbtr

·

Memphis. We discovered to our
perplexity that said establishment
must, on weekends, be entered
from the rear (!). After some
searching, we entered, paid a
nominal cover, and entered into
the game room. The game room
is· pleasant, the bar area light,
welland
conversational,
appointed. Next to this, open on

HOT TEA DEPARTMENT

AIDS
ORGANIZATIONS
Chorus: (ChW'Ch of

As we promised, we will tell
you where the girls do go to have
fun. We visited all of the known
Lesbian public haunts during the
past two weekends and this is
what we saw - no, fool, not
JUST more Lesbians.
First stop was an estab
lishment which I first knew as
Kelsey's (that dates moi!), became
Sharon's, then Jackie's, closed,
was known by its street number
and is now known as Barbara's.
Its neighborhood bar atmosphere
has been maintained; but it has
been reworked extensively and is
now beautifully arrariged, very
tidy, cool, and inviting. The bar
tender of the evening was
extremely friendly (particularly
toward the only outward appear
ing male in the place, moi); and
I found it to be a very pleasant
locale, very conversational and
informal, and, heaven knows, one
DOES gets tired of shouting
sometimes.
We traveled from there, a
short sashay, to WKRB in

TRAVELS WITH YOUR
AUNT DEPARTMENT

END OF WORDY
DISCLAIMER

did not understand why soft drink
beverages were not included in the
cover charge (teetotal we are far
from, but some of us just don't
drink beer). I will omit the secret
directions to the entrance, I want
you to find out for yourself or
through your local Lesbian grape
vine. During the week, one enters
through the expected door on
Madison.
We went to a lot of bother
and a weighty cover charge to
compliment the Pendulum in this
column, only to discover before
press time that the format has
taken a drastic change for the
male. Well!!!!!!
So, girls, ladies, guys (men
were to be seen in all female
oriented locations), and those who
are still deciding, here's the tea,
have a sip.)

WHERE THE GIRLS
ARE DEPARTMENT

Rock,,
SL,

Discovery II: 1021 Jessie Rd. -(SOl} 664-4784.

The 5th Gtar: 3519 Old Cantrell Rd. - (SOl}

66&-1948.
Preston's: 5618 Asher Ave.-(SOl) 562-7531.

Silnr Dollar Bar:

663-9866.

2710

Asher

Ave. - (SOl}

MISCf:IJANEO!!S

4-Silor Video: 5300 Baseline Rd. - (SOl} 562-

4762.

Uninrsity Adull Arcadt: 6316 Asher Ave. (501) 568-2952.

.

